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Abstract: In urban centers around the world, street art has become an unavoidable element of
the landscape. Located in west-central Portugal, Aveiro is no exception to this trend, and the art
form has been used to enhance the cultural vibrancy of a place where tourism is one of the most
important economic pillars. Seeking to look beyond the value of street art as a tourism product, by
combining observations and photos from field research with bibliographic and documental data,
as well as residents’ responses on social media, this paper adopts an autoethnographic approach to
offer an exploratory, (self-)reflexive perspective on how street art has evolved into a phenomenon
that has contributed to locals’ cultural identity (re)construction. Drawing on Jan Assmann’s cultural
memory theory, it is argued that street art can be understood as a form of communicative memory,
an ephemeral vehicle into our history, knowledge, traditions and practices, one that, by retelling
the story of who we are, stimulates awareness of selfhood and a feeling of belonging to a place and
a community.
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1. Introduction

Over recent years, street art has become an unavoidable element of the landscape,
with cities all over the world blank canvases where artists’ strokes and voices flourish on
every corner. The Portuguese region of Aveiro is no exception to this trend; the art form
has taken over many public locations and gained increasing visibility. Furthermore, it is
used as a medium to enhance the cultural vibrancy of a place that has tourism as one of its
most important economic pillars.

Dominated by a vast lagoon estuary, this region has historically been associated
with sea trade, fishing and salt production. Symbolic elements of an either experienced
or received past are present everywhere, from the traditional cobblestone pavements
with nautical elements to the many ceramic panels and façades depicting regional scenes.
Crossed by a network of canals, Aveiro is also known for its moliceiros, colorful vessels with
drawings representing historical facts, national heroes or popular devotion [1]. Together
with these more traditional representations of cultural memory and identity, several pieces
of street artwork have emerged, transforming the region into an open-air art gallery. What
started as spontaneous (and at times illegal) initiatives has gained such popularity that
these reinterpretations are now part of the official tourist routes [2], with local governments
and private entities investing in numerous urban art elements and local communities
showing their appreciation for such creative expression.

To attract investment and visitors, the tourism sector requires that cities and towns
differentiate themselves and thus gain a competitive advantage. To achieve this goal, city
branding has become a strategic tool that allows tourist destinations to differentiate from
one another and boost their attractiveness and appeal [3–7]. In an increasingly volatile
and competitive world, identity-enhancing approaches—i.e., strategies that identify and
communicate the essence, that is, what is “authentic” and represents the core topics of
a place and its locals—have become key in marketing and branding tourist actions, a
strategy that has brought obvious advantages, with the cultural strategic offering being a
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central piece in the process [8]. In Aveiro, several street art projects have been assuming
themselves as creative spaces where these identitary core elements are conveyed and
celebrated [2], thus contributing to the overall goal of socioeconomic development that
underlies tourist activities.

There is growing literature that addresses how street art is used to boost tourism
destinations and attract new and returning visitors [9–12]. To further our understanding of
street art’s role and function, this paper seeks to look beyond its value as a tourism asset
and explore the idea that alongside its touristic and socioeconomic value, this art form has
gained another important purpose: the role of being the carrier of elements and messages
with the potential to be added to one’s identitary map, especially for younger members of
the community.

To address the role of street art through this lens and offer an analytical interpre-
tation and a meaning, the author assumes a dual role of researcher and participant ob-
server/connoisseur of the local culture. By adopting an autoethnographic approach, this
paper puts forward an exploratory, (self-)reflexive reading of how street art in Aveiro has
evolved into a phenomenon that contributes to locals’ cultural identity (re)construction. As
Ref. [13] explain, autoethnography can be understood as an approach to research (process)
and writing (product) that seeks to describe and critically analyze personal experience to
make sense of a given cultural setting where the researcher is also an active member. In
other words, a cultural researcher’s firsthand knowledge and personal insight are trans-
lated into retrospective, critically distanced reflections about elements that evoke common
practices, values, beliefs and shared experiences with the aim of helping both in-group
members and outsiders to better understand a given culture or cultural movement/trend.

Methodologically, this essay does not follow the IMRaD (Introduction—Methods—
Results—Discussion) organizational pattern of academic writing; instead, it proposes a
conceptual framing of key ideas and theories that underpin the subsequent process of
personal reflexivity [14,15] through which cultural experience is narrated and analyzed.
The qualitative analysis is carried out by combining observation and lived experience,
photos and notes from field research, bibliographic and documental data, and reactions and
responses collected from online community groups. Particularly central to the reflection is
Jan Assmann’s cultural memory theory [16], which underpins the possibility of understand-
ing street art as a form of communicative memory, i.e., an ephemeral means of bringing
forth the history, knowledge, traditions and practices of a group. It is proposed herein that
by retelling the story of who we are, these visual reinterpretations of local memories become
dialogic spaces where intergenerational sharing occurs, and the awareness of selfhood and
feelings of belonging to a place and community are stimulated.

2. The Dynamic Interplay between Tourism and Culture

As one of the most relevant sectors in international trade, tourism is an important
agent of development and a driver of socioeconomic progress, both globally and locally [17].
Cultural tourism, in particular, has become one of the largest and fastest-growing global
tourism markets and one of the segments that has expanded notably in Portugal [17].
If a destination’s tourism strategic plan seeks to create culturally distinctive products
tailored to meet the needs and preferences of different audiences, this helps shape a
mutually beneficial relationship between tourism and culture, i.e., an interrelation that
strengthens attractiveness and competitiveness and, simultaneously, enhances culture by
generating resources to support cultural heritage and the cultural offering [18,19]. As will
be highlighted next, this particular focus on local communities and cultures goes beyond
the utilitarian objectives of the tourism and travel industry; for residents, it is also an
opportunity to revive and celebrate local identity, hand down knowledge and traditions to
other group members and develop an overall sense of community empowerment.
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2.1. Tourism Trends, the Search for “Authenticity” and Cultural Enhancement

A complex social, cultural and economic phenomenon, tourism can be defined as the
movement of people to countries or places outside their usual environment for personal
or business/professional purposes [20]. Based on the growing needs of the so-called
modern society for recreation and leisure [21], tourism contributes to the improvement of a
destination’s economic activity and economic structure by creating jobs, increasing family
income and state revenue or improving a wide range of infrastructures [22].

In Portugal, where it is a sector of crucial importance, tourism has expanded steadily
over the last 20 years [23,24]. Before the outbreak of the global pandemic, the tourism sector
was the largest exporting economic activity in Portugal, accounting for 52.3% of service
exports and 19.7% of total exports, with tourism revenue recording an 8.7% contribution to
Portuguese GDP. In 2019, the country welcomed 27 million tourists (+7.2% compared to
the previous year), which represented a revenue of more than 18 billion euros (an increase
of 8.1% compared to 2018) [25]. With the pandemic seemingly behind us now, national
tourism has resumed its pace, with 2022 end-of-year figures surpassing 2019 levels [26–28].

This positive trend over the last two decades has occurred in part because new tourism
profiles have emerged. Unlike the 1950s–1970s tourists, who for the most part sought
sun and beach tourism products [29], contemporary, global tourists are more active and
curious [9]. These are individuals who seek leisure activities that allow for exploration,
growth, renewal, reflection and self-actualization [30]. In its broadest context, leisure
includes play, recreation, arts and culture, sport, festivals and celebrations, health and
fitness, travel and tourism, etc. As underlined by [30], contributing to “the improvement of
the human condition” and promoting “opportunities for inter-generational perspectives by
supporting inclusive, accessible, pro-social and healthy, holistic human experiences” are
the main goals of leisure experiences.

Keen on the emotional dimension of the tourist experience [31], tourists are now
eager to take part in unique, “authentic” experiences1. They seek new escapist venues and
activities that allow them to discover different leisure spaces—places away from work and
everyday life [34] where they can connect with local communities, learn about new ways
of living and immerse themselves in their pasts and collective memories [9]. With around
40% of travelers identifying themselves as cultural tourists [35], cultural tourism has,
thus, become one of the most important segments in the sector. According to [36] (p. 70),
cultural tourism can be defined as a type of tourism activity in which the visitor’s essential
motivation is to learn, discover, experience and consume the tangible and intangible
cultural attractions/products in a tourism destination. These attractions/products relate
to a set of distinctive material, intellectual, spiritual and emotional features of a society
that encompasses arts and architecture, historical and cultural heritage, culinary heritage,
literature, music, creative industries and the lived culture comprising different lifestyles,
value systems, beliefs and traditions.

A generator of economic growth, employment and social cohesion, cultural tourism
contributes not only to the sustainability and competitiveness of tourism in the European
Union and its neighboring countries but also to the conservation of cultural heritage [37].
Cultural heritage, “that complex of man’s works in which a community recognizes its
particular and specific values and with which it identifies” [38] (p. 5), includes the works of
artists (both publicly known artists and those creating anonymously2), architects, musicians,
writers and scientists, as well as expressions of a group’s spirituality, and the set of values
which give meaning to life. This includes both tangible and intangible works through
which the creativity of that people finds expression: languages, rites, beliefs, historic places
and monuments, literature, works of art, archives and libraries [40].

Indeed, cultural tourism is a major factor in the attractiveness of most destinations, not
only in terms of tourist activity but also in attracting residents and investment [18]. Since
their interplay creates distinctiveness, culture and tourism have developed a mutually
beneficial relationship, one that can strengthen the attractiveness and competitiveness of a
region and, concomitantly, enhance culture itself by creating an income to support cultural
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heritage, cultural production and creativity [18]. Moreover, studies on residents’ percep-
tions indicate that the enhancement of local culture, namely through the promotion of
traditions, the revival of traditional arts and crafts, the preservation of historical buildings
and the organization of cultural events, alongside the rise of employment opportunities
for locals, has a positive socioeconomic impact and is well perceived among host commu-
nities [19,22]. Ultimately, through recreational venues and experiences, cultural tourism
contributes not only to urban regeneration and an improved quality of life but also to the
preservation of local cultures and the strengthening of local pride and identity.

While beyond the scope of this paper, it cannot be overlooked that this virtuous cycle
does not come without its downsides. On the one hand, the serious environmental impacts
are a major concern, either due to critical pollution levels (tourism-related carbon emissions
are estimated to amount to roughly 8% of total carbon emissions [41]) or as a result of the
enormous pressure on natural resources caused by over-consumption. On the other hand,
overcrowding, antisocial behaviors, tensions with locals and pressure on public services
and amenities may also downgrade residents’ quality of life [28,42]. Additionally, the
continuous de-characterization of more traditional neighborhoods is a circumstance that
raises concern [28]. In Aveiro, in particular, criticism does not much concern the loss of
cultural/atmospheric elements, but more the housing market’s inflated prices. With the
conversion of many private houses and apartments into local lodging establishments and
recent constructions/renovations aiming at high-income buyers, more affordable homes
have become limited. High demand and low supply have made Aveiro the Portuguese
municipality with the highest growth in property prices [43], affecting many families,
especially those of lower socioeconomic status, who struggle to find housing, even in more
peripheral areas [43,44].

2.2. Collective Memory and Cultural Identity: Linking the Past, Present and Future

In this article, culture is understood as the expression of a subject’s identity as a
member of a social whole and the aggregating entity of the various mental and material
images that constitute our collective memory, i.e., the set of social representations based on
or inspired by events or relevant figures from the past, representations that are produced,
institutionalized and stored within each group and then transmitted through the interaction
of its members [45]. In turn, as stated in [46] (p. 21), collective memory consists of varied
forms in which a community is tied to its past. This involves, among other things, the stor-
ing up of the interpretative work of precious generations as part of the self-understanding
of the community (traditions), the debts and responsibilities that it carries as a continuous
body (justice), its institutions and constitution, its explicit memorial activities, and the
near-invisible absorption of memory into the civic habits of a people.

In his work on collective memory, Ref. [16] defines memory as an ability that enables
us to form an awareness of selfhood or identity, both on the personal and collective levels.
Individual identity can be understood as a complex, integrated and coherent structure of
the self, which is built on the interaction with others within a particular cultural context [47].
In this way, identity consciousness is translated into a feeling of permanence and continuity
that the individual experiences in their personal relations, as well as through the recognition
of others within various social interactions. The concept of identity also points to the notion
of “being identical” to someone else, i.e., sharing a set of characteristics with the other.
Language, history, customs or traditions common to a specific group or, more broadly, to a
nation are thus shared cultural elements and, therefore, distinctive features of a collective
identity [47].

In his seminal work, “The question of cultural identity” [48], Stuart Hall formu-
lates a theoretical framework where identity is considered a construct that has developed
over time toward its present conception. Hall distinguishes three stages of development:
(i) the identity of the Enlightenment subject, (ii) the sociological subject and, finally, (iii) the
postmodern subject.
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The first notion concerns a subject who was perceived as a single entity with an inner
core, fully centered, endowed with a set of innate capacities such as rationality, conscious-
ness and the capacity to act, and whose individuality remained relatively constant and
unchanging over the course of their life. Identity was based on a solipsistic conception,
insofar as the individual is observed in an isolated way, without considering any outer
influences or the role of everyday interactions between individuals. Conversely, the second
conception “reflected the growing complexity of the modern world and the awareness that
this inner core of the subject was not autonomous and self-sufficient, but was formed in
relation to significant others” [48] (p. 275). Here, the sociological subject is conceptualized
as a social actor who was essentially formed and shaped by interactive processes. Exposed
to the values, meanings and symbols of the context/culture they inhabited, their identity
was formed by the interaction between self and society. In other words, through a recip-
rocal process of projection and internalization, identity was molded and modified—and
simultaneously “stabilized” [48] (p. 276)—through communicational mechanisms that
bridged the gap between the inside and outside, i.e., between one’s personal dimension
and the public (social and cultural) world where they lived.

Finally, Hall’s proposition of a postmodern subject’s identity leads us to the idea of
an individual with no “fixed, essential or permanent identity” [48] (p. 277). With the
rise of globalization and new technologies, and alongside the increasing permeability of
cultural borders to outer influences, the concept of identity has adjusted to a reality that
is in constant evolution and transformation [47]. In these “late-modern” times, as Hall
terms them, the subject is a social actor who undergoes various evolutions, changes and
identifications, thus losing a sense of unity and stability in favor of an undefined and
decentralized identity. With life in constant flux, this subject integrates multiple identities,
some contradictory, continuously formed and transformed as the individual acts in different
social and cultural systems and deals with “the ruptures and discontinuities” [49] (p. 225)
that, more often than not, dominate such interactions.

All in all, cultures are not rigid, monolithic entities. Cultures are creative, flowing,
boundary-dissolving and changing; they encompass practices and values that we can
be inspired by and align our identities with, but which do not confine or define us [50].
Cultures transcend nationality or ethnicity and instead represent intersectional, encom-
passing, various influences marked by different levels of identification (gender, sexuality,
ideologies, etc.). They are fluid, i.e., continuously changing in response to “the play of
history, culture and power” [49] (p. 225) and, for all these reasons, unavoidably fragmented,
plural and hybrid.

The non-essentialist idea of plurality and fragmentation that underlies this conception
does not invalidate the principle that identity is always constructed based on a sense of
continuity. By establishing a structured relationship between the various temporalities to
coherently interrelate the past, present and future, the subject ensures not only the sense
of continuity and coherence of his personal history but also, and simultaneously, of the
history of the collective in which the foundations of his identity are laid [51]. According
to [16], to form an awareness of their collective identity, individuals may integrate the
several elements that constitute their identitary map through two different mechanisms:
either through communicative memory forms, or through means that are part of the groups’
cultural memory. On the one hand, communicative memory refers to the individuals’
everyday interactions, through which they share recent experienced or witnessed events;
since this is a generational memory, it has a limited time horizon of 80–100 years. On
the other hand, the sharing of non-experienced common past events through documents,
artefacts, images and rituals often recalled during festivities or ceremonies constitutes
our cultural memory, a memory that has an unlimited time horizon and contributes to a
consciousness of belonging to a group and to its history, traditions and worldviews, i.e., to
its collective identity.
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2.3. The Reinvention of the Ria and Salt Tradition: The Culture-Led Regeneration of a
Coastal Region

Located on the west coast of central Portugal, the region of Aveiro includes 11 munici-
palities: Águeda, Albergaria-a-Velha, Anadia, Aveiro, Estarreja, Ílhavo, Murtosa, Oliveira
do Bairro, Ovar, Sever do Vouga and Vagos. The city of Aveiro, which is the capital of the
region, is particularly attractive to visitors due to its gastronomy, Art Nouveau architec-
ture, colorful, vibrant city center and proximity to the beach and other important urban
centers [2,8]. Dominated by the Ria, the vast lagoon estuary where the freshwater of the
river Vouga meets the Atlantic, Aveiro has long been associated with sea trade, fishing and
salt production.

In the city center, symbolic elements of either an experienced or received past are
present everywhere: from the traditional cobblestone pavements with nautical elements to
the wall tile panels and façades depicting regional scenes or the maritime-inspired shapes
of ovos moles, the local pastry delicacy [1,8]. Crossed by a network of canals, the city is
mostly known for its picturesque boats (Figure 1). During the 19th and 20th centuries,
these vessels—moliceiros—were used to harvest moliço, the algae and seaweed growing in
the Ria, which, after being laid down on the floor to dry, were used as a fertilizer by local
farmers. As moliço was progressively replaced by chemical fertilizers, the activity declined
throughout the 20th century, with the more than 1350 boats registered in 1925 reduced to
just 27 in 2019 [8]. Today, moliço is solely collected as a cultural reference.
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A candidate for UNESCO intangible heritage recognition, moliceiros are undoubtedly
one of the most important cultural symbols of the region. Small and colorful, hand painted
with traditional, brightly colored drawings representing historical facts and national figures,
images of popular devotion or even displaying paintings of an erotic nature [52], these
boats have become the core element of the city’s tourist activity.

In fact, one could safely say it was tourism that rescued the most prominent cultural
artefact of the region from oblivion. Having grown up a stone’s throw away from the main
canal, the author has very clear memories of the few vessels that were docked in the city
center during the 1980s–1990s; looking decrepit and abandoned, those boats resembled
a lonely remnant of the past in a city that was stagnant and had a very limited cultural
offering. However, since the turn of the millennium and the boost in national tourism, these
boats have gained new life and are now part of the thriving business of boat tours along
the city canals. Moreover, to keep up with increasing demand (in 2019, 1.2 million visitors
climbed aboard one of these boats), not only were the old shipyards reactivated (involving
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the recovery of old, manual manufacturing techniques), but new boarding platforms were
also built along the main canals [8].

Due to its ideal geographic location for salt production, the mineral has always played
an important role in the economy of the region. In the 12th century, Portuguese salt was
regarded as a high-quality product in various parts of the world, with the Ria important
for the national economy since it provided enough salt not only for internal consumption
but also for large exports abroad [53]. There was still a sizeable industry in the 1960s, with
about 270 companies producing more than 90 tons per year. However, from then onward,
the activity declined significantly; in 1994, the number of active salt pans was reduced to
49, and presently, only 9 remain, which preserve the tradition using artisanal methods of
collecting salt.

Now, tourists can visit an eco-museum and learn about the salt extraction process, join
guided tours and watch an actual marnoto, salt master, as he scrapes the drying salt with
traditional tools and gathers it into large pyramid-shaped mounds. The figure of the salt
master is here of utmost importance: by skillfully demonstrating his craft, he is the local
authority that gives authenticity to the scene, forming the core of the cultural experience.
As Ref. [18] (p. 11) underlines, the involvement of local communities is an important factor
for visitor satisfaction and a prerequisite for product development. Local communities are
not just the hosts of tourism but also participate directly in the tourism experience, helping
to define the sense of place and atmosphere of a region.

In Aveiro, tourists are also invited to amble around the pans, visit a salt spa and bathe
in saltwater or mud, taking advantage of the therapeutic properties of sea salt. From a
tourists’ perspective, this offers a chance to experience an adventure and, simultaneously,
participate in local culture by immersing themselves in the past, in the collective memories
that constitute the identity of the locals.

On the whole, by recovering core elements of the region’s identity, Aveiro has rein-
vented itself, which has led to notable touristic, economic and social development, espe-
cially during the last decade. A basis for commercial activity [54], a personal experience for
the tourist [55], a carrier and exponent of collective memory [56] and a strengthening mech-
anism for the identity of residents [57], all in all, culture and cultural heritage have been
of fundamental importance both for the tourism and travel sector and at a socioeconomic
level. Specifically, in the city of Aveiro, an important positive cycle has been created: as the
increasing number of visitors are offered a varied choice of venues to learn and experience
local history and traditions, the revenue brought by these visitors not only contributes to
regional socioeconomic development but is also directed into culture preservation and
the creation of new means to exhibit (and profit from) local natural resources and cultural
heritage. Simultaneously, a sense of belonging and local pride, as well as a strengthened
collective identity, are also attained.

3. Street Art as a Creative Space of Self-Identification

A broad category that encompasses and originates from graffiti and street art, urban
art is on the rise more than ever before and becoming a pervasive element of many urban
environments [10], though writing and painting in public spaces are not recent phenomena.
In fact, from prehistoric cave paintings or Roman epigraphs to the impressive Mexican
muralism movement that emerged in the 1920s, fascist propaganda, New York’s urban
hip-hop graffiti from the 1970s, Berlin’s East Side Gallery depicting the 1989/1990 polit-
ical changes or the social and political criticism present in more recent artworks, city
walls have long been important channels for visually conveying personal and political
messages [58–62]. Relevant examples of our times are the Black Lives Matter protests of
2020, which spurned countless urban art tributes to George Floyd, or Banksy’s response
to the current war in Ukraine, produced by defying the aggressors and creating several
artworks in devastated buildings of Kyiv and other bombed locations.

Originally perceived as rebellious manifestations and associated with decay, today,
“graffiti and street art oscillate in a fleeting space between illegality and establishment”,
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“between social criticism and artistic aesthetics” [63]. Distinguishing these two forms can
be quite challenging; on this point, Ref. [64] (p. xxxi) admits that both graffiti and street
art are complex and confusing, resulting in “the very impossibility in defining them”.
Nevertheless, and while they share an entwined co-existence and overlap technique-wise
in many ways, we can note important differences.

Both forms represent ephemeral artistic experiences that emerge in public spaces and
often evolve around sociopolitical and identitarian issues (hence, the blurred line between
the two forms), but their basic intents are distinct. On the one hand, graffiti artists (or
“writers”) seek self-expression through the act of leaving individualized signatures (or
“tags”) and, generally, do not seek public recognition; in fact, many remain anonymous.
Their personal statements, where letters and characters predominate, are not about pleasing
an audience; to earn respect within the group (or “crew”) and subculture, rather than
the dominant culture, is the main objective of their unauthorized and, therefore, illegal
pieces [65,66]. In contrast, street art, which tends to be more image-based, is usually
created with permission and has a public audience with whom the artist seeks to engage.
Frequently commissioned by city officials or made in partnership with organizations or
brands (sometimes to discourage illegal graffiti), murals are the most recognizable form of
street art; stained glass, sculptures, installations, yarn bombing or video projections are also
media through which street artists seek not only recognition but also interaction with the
community [64]. In brief, whereas graffiti marking and writing function as a coded dialogue
among members of the movement [67], a secret language [68] or internal communication
medium that is illegible to outside members of this scene, street art communicates legible
messages to a general public, requiring no connection to subcultural codes [67,68].

This paper aims to focus specifically on the visual messages that fall within the street
art form. It is difficult to mark the inception of street art, which Ulrich Blanché, cited
in [60], defines as “self-authorized pictures, characters and forms created in or applied to
surfaces in the urban space that intentionally seek communication with a larger circle of
people done in a performative and often site-specific, ephemeral and participatory way”.
Traditionally either admired or frowned on, recently, street art expressions have come to be
considered through a new lens, joining the urban art category. Such addition, or “elevation
process” [69], is the outcome of legitimation and institutionalization, resulting from a
shift in the understanding of this art form and its objectives. This shift is closely linked
with the emergence of a new tourist profile—one that is eager for off-the-beaten-track
tourist routes [70], alternative public spaces [71] and participative experiences that allow
for different connections with the visited places and the locals’ history and identity. In
this respect, Ref. [9] (p. 499) underlines that “the local identity, the tangible and intangible
heritage rooted in the destination, are the most coveted and appreciated images for tourists,
as they reveal the singularity of a place, differentiating it from elsewhere in the globalized,
homogeneous world”.

All in all, street art has evolved into an instrument of urban regeneration intended to
grace a public space [9], serve as a mechanism for the revitalization of marginalized neigh-
borhoods [69], construct a sense of beauty and encourage belonging [62] and offer a tourist
resource of important economic value along with significant power in the development
of a city’s character [69]. Furthermore, street art is not only a phenomenon that has been
repositioned as a strategic commodity for urban development3 [73] by transforming the
urban landscape; while engaging the public in transformative conversation [74], it also
creates an important dialogic space for the community. As Ref. [60] suggests, street art
“appears in the everyday, capturing our attention and seeking communication with, and
from, audiences. Artists use the urban environment as a canvas to create artworks that
reflect life and respond to events around them”. Through these interactions, street art gains
the capacity to promote critical learning and community among participants [61]. Through
the dialogues generated, one can question the values of a city, a region or a society [75], as
well as infer the social, political or economic concerns of the community.

This paper originates precisely from one of those dialogues.
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As a method, autoethnography can be conceptualized as a representation of social
and cultural life by cultural insiders [76]. In this sense, it combines characteristics of
ethnography, i.e., the study of a culture’s practices, values and beliefs and cultural par-
ticipants’ shared experiences [13], with the researcher/insider’s personal understanding
of those elements. Both a process (approach to research) and a product (writing) [13], au-
toethnographic studies imply the description and critical analysis of personal experiences
in order to make sense of a given cultural setting where the researcher is also an active
member. In this context, the researcher plays the dual role of an authoritative witness
and the analysand/interpreter, who position him/herself in-between, in a third space [50],
where firsthand knowledge and personal insight are translated into retrospective, critically
distanced reflections.

Ref. [13] also suggest that every so often autobiographers write about “epiphanies”,
that is, about occurrences they perceive as significantly impactful, events that require the
subject to analyze lived, at times transformative, events. As a cultural scientist with a
research interest in autobiographical literary representations of memory and identity, one
could say that the author’s autoethnographic approach to street art results from one of
these fragments of actual life—or an “epiphanic” moment, for that matter.

Just a few years ago, Giovanni Bragolin’s “The Crying Boy” was one of the first works
to emerge in the city of Aveiro and cover one of its crumbling, neglected walls (Figure 2). To
younger generations, such as my teenage son and daughter, this image held no particular
meaning—but it did catch their attention and made them inquire about the significance of
a portrait that is part of their parents’ childhood imagery.
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Revisiting “The Crying Boy” that day felt like a journey to the past, to the memory
of that haunting, anguished look. To my children, I explained that during the 1970s and
1980s, nearly every Portuguese home had a replica of a painting that, in truth, puzzled
and scared all of us, even those who were unaware of the multitude of myths and urban
legends associated with it. We had one in the corridor, right in front of my bedroom
door, and, most times, I averted my gaze from it. They found the deco trend equal parts
strange and amusing and wanted to learn more about what it was like to grow up in those
years. Shortly after, I found myself taking a walk down memory lane and describing my
childhood, telling them about other trends and people’s views, habits and traditions back
then in the aftermath of a 40-year fascist dictatorship.

That portrait triggered intergenerational sharing and transmission of elements that
ultimately constitute my identity as well as that of an entire generation of individuals.
Many of us were raised by parents who lived anxious lives under a repressive regime,
struggling to feed and clothe their large families in a mostly rural society with poor literacy
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skills, limited life prospects and a colonial war (1961–1974) they could not contest hanging
over their heads, consuming their already scarce resources and tearing families apart. This
reality is now unimaginable but indirectly also part of who many people are today. Poor life
conditions and emigration, which became a self-preservation strategy for many Portuguese
families (especially from the 1960s onwards), deeply molded my parents’ generation, and
that past also shaped people of my generation’s personalities, vision and stance in many
aspects of life.

Other street artworks have since been created, gradually taking over many corners
and streets of the city. Interestingly though, contrary to what has happened in other
urban centers, there are few examples of works with political messages or marked by
rebellious intent or controversy. Most of the created pieces portray ethnographic elements
of the region and celebrate true stories and people who lived a reality that is still close
to us—e.g., the fishing tradition or the cod fish drying process in the neighboring city of
Gafanha da Nazaré (Figures 3 and 4)—yet so distant already. The candid conversation
I had with my children back then, as well as the others that followed over the years
whenever we passed a new art piece, resulted from those invaluable “texts”, as defined by
Roland Posner in his semiotic culture model [47], where such visual artworks (alongside
architecture, literary and legal texts and other artefacts) constitute the material dimension
of one’s culture.
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As a means to boost the attractiveness of a place and improve its destination/brand
image, street art encourages not only tourists but also residents to visit local neighborhoods
and businesses. In addition, the integration of culture and arts in urban public spaces plays
an important role in shaping a city’s image and identity [77]. In the end, a mural does
not only change the visual aesthetic of an area and bring new life to a neighborhood but
also acts as a bearer of memory bearer, as well as creates a dialogic space that helps shape
and define the idea of community through a renewed sense of identity, with the culture or
essence of a given group celebrated and passed on to the next generation.

Even though there is not yet clear agreement on a conceptualization of street art as
cultural heritage [77], one thing seems to be true: this art form has been socially recognized
in its cultural and aesthetic potential by most media, municipalities, authorities, academia
and institutions [58,77]. Moreover, as art takes over the streets, tangible and intangible
elements of our culture are passed on from generation to generation, ensuring that a
continuity line is drawn. Figure 5 illustrates one of the most recent examples of this in
Aveiro, with the images of the national fado singer, Amália Rodrigues, and one of the most
prominent Portuguese poets, Fernando Pessoa. These have been brought to the picturesque
Fish Market Square, the place where tradition and modernity meet, and the neighborhood
where, for many generations, students have chosen to gather at night.
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Figure 5. Amália Rodrigues and Fernando Pessoa, by street artist Cest Esteban, 2022 (Source: author’s
own photo, 2022).

In Aveiro, in artworks created by António Conceição (Figures 3 and 4), Fábio Carneiro
(Figures 6–8), Zooter (Figure 9) or Vihls (Figure 10), life and art meet to forge a dialogue
between the past and the present. Their works constitute a repository of national and local
symbols, values, traditions and ways of life, where many core elements of the community’s
identity are celebrated and transmitted, not only to visitors but also to younger genera-
tions as well—thus supporting the line that creates the sense of continuity, as mentioned
before. By integrating these elements into the urban landscape, each of their pieces allows
for an experience of immersion into history, and the narratives they render may inspire
reflection—which meets the cognitive interests of the modern tourist [9]—as well as raise
awareness of the portrayed community members and their practices, values and beliefs.
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sheds, salt workers and fishmongers), in Figure 8, homage is paid to Eduardo de Sousa
(1932–1917). Locally known as Atita, he is admired by different generations of aveirenses,
the natives/inhabitants of Aveiro. Dubbed “the shark of the seas”, he is remembered by
many as a swim teacher who saved many lives off the shore and the Ria, and the man
who, at the age of 85, was still a sports enthusiast, radiating positive energy every Sunday
morning on the beaches of the municipality of Ílhavo. As a tribute to him, every year on
New Year’s Day, hundreds of locals take to the shore for their first swim of the year—an
initiative that was launched by Atita over four decades ago.

Another remarkable example of a tribute to a local figure is “Dona Florinda” (Figure 10),
specially created for the 2017 Estarreja Urban Art Festival. Known worldwide for his
impressive wall carvings [78], Alexandre Farto—aka Vihls—pays homage to a local woman
of the municipality of Estarreja who, together with her husband, is the last producer
to employ traditional farming methods in the cultivation of rice in the Ria fields, today
protected as a National Ecological Reserve and National Agricultural Reserve. This work
serves as a tribute to the past, as well as a reminder of the importance of preserving
natural ecosystems.

Gone are the days when Zooter’s first work (Figure 9) had to be fiercely defended by
residents of the Fish Market neighborhood because authorities had declared it an illicit
act and issued a fine [79]. Fast forward a few years, street art has been fully legitimized
and transformed into an appreciated cultural product. The street art trail has not only
gained an official route status, awarded by the National Tourism Office [2], but is also one
of the most important components of Festival dos Canais [80], the multidisciplinary arts
festival organized every July in Aveiro. Equally interesting is the case of AgitÁgueda [81],
another summer arts festival organized by the neighboring city of Águeda, where streets
are filled with an impressive number of urban art installations, transforming the city into a
colorful open-air art gallery for three weeks. Also noteworthy is the enthusiastic support
from the community: not only these festivals attract many local visitors, but every time a
street art piece is mentioned on social media, either in community groups, on artists’ pages
(Figures 11 and 12) or by any local news media, the reception is generally very positive
as well.
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The ubiquitous presence of technology, along with the concomitant rise of social
media, has not only shaped the way we live, work and interact with each other but has
also played an important part in the process of acceptance and legitimization of this art
form. Through popular, visually-oriented platforms such as Facebook, Twitter, Instagram
and TikTok, artists have found powerful means to showcase their ongoing or complete
works, engage with audiences and increase their following. Simultaneously, these are also
the media of choice for passersby and admirers to share photographs and/or participate in
conversations about pieces that have particularly resonated with them. In the same vein,
along with the regular use of social media to promote street art festivals and events, official
entities also organize virtual street art tours over social media and encourage visitors to
spread the word through these platforms. An interesting example from the region is the city
of Águeda, which claims to be the world’s most colorful city, precisely because of its street
artworks and all-year-round urban artistic installations: in its Urban Art app [82], users are
invited not only to visit the city’s artworks and capture their experience on camera but also
to share that on social media.

4. Concluding Remarks

Over recent years, street art has gained increasing visibility. In Aveiro, it has been
successfully used as a medium to enhance the cultural vibrancy of a region where the
socioeconomic impact of tourism is very significant. An important agent of development,
tourism can be defined as the movement of people to countries or places outside their
usual environment for personal or business/professional purposes. Cultural tourism, in
particular, has become one of the largest and fastest-growing global tourism markets and
one of the segments that has expanded notably in Portugal.

This positive trend has occurred in part due to the new tourism profiles that have
emerged over the last decades. Contemporary, global tourists are active and opt for leisure
activities that allow exploration, growth, renewal, reflection and self-actualization. Keen
on the emotional dimension of tourism, these tourists seek experiences that allow them to
connect with local communities and their ways of living. Given this growing interest in local
history, collective memories and identity, culture and tourism have developed a mutually
beneficial relationship, one that can strengthen the attractiveness and competitiveness of a
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place and, simultaneously, enhance culture itself by creating an income to support cultural
heritage, cultural production and creativity.

The concept of cultural memory is central in this context. Memory can be defined
as the ability to form an awareness of selfhood or identity, both at the personal and the
collective levels. Individual identity is herein understood as a structure of the self that is
built on interaction with others within a particular cultural context. In this way, identity
consciousness is translated into a feeling of permanence and continuity that the individual
experiences in one’s personal relations, as well as through the recognition of others within
various social interactions.

The concept of identity also points to the notion of “being identical” to someone else,
i.e., sharing a set of characteristics with them. Language, history, customs and traditions
common to a specific group are thus shared cultural elements and, therefore, distinctive fea-
tures of a collective identity. Two different mechanisms may contribute to the construction
of one’s collective identity: (1) through communicative memory, i.e., everyday interactions
with elder members of the group who experienced or observed events relevant to the
community; and (2) through cultural memory, i.e., documents, artefacts, images, rituals,
etc., that may be drawn on during festivities or ceremonials.

A nuisance for some, transformative for others, street art can be an instrument of
urban regeneration used to grace a public space, a mechanism for the revitalization of
marginalized neighborhoods or a means to construct a sense of beauty and encourage
belonging. In recent times, it has also become a tourist resource of strategic economic value.
In the context of this article, street art is analyzed as a medium that plays an important
role in shaping a community’s image and identity. It is understood as a mechanism of
communicative memory and a dialogic space that invites the community members to
recall identitarian elements and hand these down to younger members of the group. To
address the role of street art through this lens and offer an analytical interpretation and
meaning, the author, who has always been a member of this community, adopted an
autoethnographic approach.

In Aveiro, street art has become a cultural product of major importance. The street art
trail has not only gained an official route status that is fully integrated into the national
tourism strategy but has also become of the most prominent elements in many of the events
organized in the region. The public’s response every time a piece is completed and the
encouragement artists receive during the creation process are also evident, especially in
the digital world—it is mostly here, in this constantly expanding gallery of artworks, that
engagement begins, art is preserved and artists increase their exposure.

All in all, the street artists whose works adorn the walls of Aveiro have become in-
valuable storytellers. These are memory walls that tell the story of the community—like
moliceiros, ceramic walls and cobblestone pavements have been doing for many generations.
It has been suggested in this article that, beyond instruments of urban regeneration or
tourist attractions, each of these visual artworks has also encouraged inter- and intragener-
ational dialogues about common history, knowledge, traditions and practices of emotional
significance—conversations that, ultimately, have helped weave the tapestry of what this
community has become.
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Notes
1 Although enjoying a unique and real experience is in many cases a visitor’s greatest expectation, in reality, such experiences

cannot be considered “authentic”, at least, not in the strict sense of the word [8]. One cannot mimetically replicate the past, only
construct a fictionalised version of it; therefore, authenticity in this context is rather a “staged authenticity” (MacCannell, as cited
in [32]) or pieces of a “migrating heritage” [33]. Either way, tourism experiences are not supposed to be mimetic representations
of the past; there is a tacit understanding that the offered experiences are rather recreations or interpretations of the past, filtered
through the host’s memory and adapted to the present moment’s circumstances and resources. More importantly, they may not
be authentic sensu stricto, but they are a “homage” [32] to the original concept that is being shared by the locals, the recipients of
that heritage—i.e., the witnesses of a time and place they might have not personally experienced, but that they have received
through collective and communicative memory mechanisms [8].

2 In the context of the subject matter discussed herein, the notion of anonymity is of particular importance. It is not uncommon
for graffiti writers or street artists to create anonymously or as a collective; many do this for legal protection since many works
are composed without permission, and others follow that route to create a sense of mysticism. Withholding one’s identity
may also serve the purpose of amplifying the conveyed social or political messages rather than having the focus on the artist
themselves [39]. For UK-based Banksy, for example, anonymity is part of their character; having started out in the 1990s as a
stencil graffiti artist, they have become one of the most influential names on the street art scene, with their politically charged
pieces and comments on current issues raising public awareness of inequities and injustices.

3 GAU—the Urban Art Gallery, created in 2008 by the Lisbon City Council, is an impressive example of the acceptance and
elevation of street art, which have made Lisbon one of the most relevant cities in the world as far as urban art is concerned. Under
the Council’s Department of Cultural Heritage, GAU “has as its main mission the promotion of graffiti and Street Art in Lisbon,
in an official and authorized scope and in a pathway of respect for the patrimonial and landscaped values, in opposition with the
illegal acts of vandalism that harm the City” [72]. Quinta do Mocho, for example, once a marginalized Lisbon neighbourhood, is
now “one of the most contemporary and interesting examples of street art touristification that the multicultural neighborhoods of
Greater Lisbon have experienced in recent years” [73]. A recent initiative that illustrates this engagement with the public is the
urban art project Alfa Bravo (www.alfabravo.pt): on 15 May 2022, around 200 people united for one of the largest participatory
art projects at nationally, which helped revitalize one of Lisbon’s busiest streets. According to the organizers, the initiative was
more than the transformation of a 4 km wall; it was also an art and social project that brought citizens and the city closer. The
resulting wall is intended to break down barriers and include everything and everyone that passes by it.
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